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The present study arose from two interests: explora-Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
tion of the role the catalytically dispensible portions of
RAG-1 might play in V(D)J recombination and of whether
measurement of V(D)J recombination in lymphocytesSummary
using endogenous genes as substrates might reveal
important but previously unexamined aspects of theRAG-1 is an essential component of the site-specific
process. The major catalytically dispensible portion ofV(D)J recombinase. A new assay system has revealed
RAG-1 is its N-terminal region, which has features sug-a significant contribution of the catalytically dispensi-
gesting that it should have functional importance. It con-ble N-terminal region of RAG-1 to recombinationactiv-
stitutes one third of the protein (aa 1±383) and has beenity. The foundation for this system is an Abelson virus±
conserved and maintained throughout vertebrate evolu-transformed cell line derived from RAG-12/2 mice that
tion (Figure 1; Sadofsky et al., 1993; Willett et al., 1997). Ais dependent on the introduction of exogenous RAG-1
well-conserved motif within this region is a zinc-bindingfor rearrangement of either plasmid substrates or the
RING finger (aa 290-338; Saurin et al., 1996) that canendogenous immunoglobulin loci. Use of this line
form homodimers (Rodgers et al., 1996). Clusters of ba-demonstrates that conserved and novel cysteine-con-
sic amino acids within the N-terminal region interacttaining elements in the N-terminal region are required
with the nuclear importin hSRP and are required forfor full RAG-1 activity when recombination activity is
the nucleolar localization of RAG-1 (Cortes et al., 1994;in a RAG-1 dose-responsive range. Our data suggest
Spanopoulou et al., 1995). Collectively these observa-that the RAG-1 N-terminus enhances the formation of
tions suggest that this region may have a role in regulat-an active recombination complex that facilitates the
ing RAG-1 activity.rearrangement process.
Most assays of V(D)J recombination in cells have em-
ployed artificial substrates and nonlymphoid cells. Our
Introduction second goal was to establish a more physiological
assay, in which RAG-1 activity could be measured both
The recombination activating gene-1 (RAG-1) and RAG22 within a cellular milieu in which V(D)J recombination
proteins are essential for mediating the somatic assem- normally occurs and by its ability to rearrange antigen±
bly of antigen receptor genes in a process known as receptor gene segments within their normal chromo-
V(D)J recombination (Gellert, 1996; Oettinger, 1996). Se- somal context. Here we describe a system in which we
quences flanking V, D, and J gene segments that act complement the recombination deficiency of a RAG-
as target sites for V(D)J recombination are composed 12/2 Abelson virus±transformed line by the transient ex-
of a conserved heptamer and nonamer separated by 12 pression of exogenous RAG-1. An important feature of
or 23 nucleotides and are known as recombination sig- this system is that it facilitates analysis of many different
nal sequences (RSSs). V(D)J recombination first involves alleles of RAG-1 for their ability to rearrange both plas-
the generation of double-strand DNA breaks at RSSs by mid and endogenous immunoglobulin targets without
the RAG proteins, followed by the reciprocal exchange, an extended selection process and the biases that se-
modification, and ligation of thebroken DNA ends, which lection introduces.
require proteins involved in double-strand-break repair In the Abelson line, we found that truncations within
(Hendrickson et al., 1991; Jackson and Jeggo, 1995; the RAG-1 N-terminal region had a pronounced detri-
Weaver, 1995). The products are signal joints (from the mental effect on recombinational activity measured with
normally perfect joining of the blunt heptamer ends) and plasmid substrates, distinctly greater than that pre-
coding joints (from the joining of the gene segment ends viously observed in fibroblasts (Sadofsky et al., 1993;
via hairpin intermediates). Silver et al., 1993; Kirch et al., 1996). The behavior of the
Catalytic ªcoreº domains of RAG-1 (amino acids [aa] truncations allowed us to delineate novel and conserved
384±1009) and RAG-2 (aa 1±387) have been defined by cysteine elements the integrity of which is required for
genetic and biochemical means. These core segments full RAG-1 activity in this system. We also found that
of the proteins mediate many activities associated with the homologous domain from the evolutionarily distant
V(D)J recombination. For example, they are sufficient to zebrafish RAG-1 protein can provide the activity. A criti-
recombine episomal and integrated-retroviral substrates cal parameter that allowed us to reveal the activity of
when coexpressed in fibroblasts (Oettinger et al., 1990; the N-terminal region is that the Abelson line provided
Sadofsky et al., 1993; Silver et al., 1993; Kirch et al., a milieu in which recombination activity is in a RAG-1
1996). In vitro, the core proteins together cleave DNA dose-responsive range; previous systems have not had
at heptamer/coding end borders in an RSS-dependent that property. The system also allowed us to show that
(McBlane et al, 1995; Cortes et al., 1996) and 12/23- in RAG-1 excess, both the core domain of murine RAG-1
rule±dependent manner (Eastman et al., 1996; van Gent and full-length zebrafish RAG-1 can mediate endoge-
nous immunoglobulin V(D)J recombination.et al.,1996b), with artificial substrates. It has beenshown
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the
Conserved Elements within the N-Terminal
384 Amino Acids of Murine RAG-1
H, C1, C2, C3, CH, Zn-RING and ZnA are con-
served cysteine/histidine elements in the
N-terminus. The Zn-RING motif and ZnA have
been described previously (Rodgers et al.,
1996) and their labels are positioned over
shaded regions, which span the conserved
residues. H, C1, C2, C3, and CH are posi-
tioned over lines indicating the conserved
residues. BRI and BRII are BRs that can act
as nuclear localization signals (Spanopoulou et al., 1995). HR1 and HR2 are conserved blocks of amino acids that share sequence homology
with each other (shown by lines between the sequences). The amino acid positions that demark the truncations of RAG-1 discussed in the
text are listed below the diagram. The sequences of the conserved elements and their amino acid (AA) positions are indicated. The extent of
amino acid conservation here is based on the comparison of RAG-1 proteins described by Willett et al. (1997) and also includes comparison
to the shark (Bernstein et al., 1996) and rabbit (Fuschiotti et al., 1993) RAG-1 sequences. H and HR1 are not obviously present in shark RAG-1.
With that exception, amino acids present in all species are indicated by large boldface letters. C indicates that an aliphatic or aromatic residue
is present at that position in all species; small boldface letters indicate absolute conservation of related amino acids (i.e., I and L, D and E,
R and K, and S and T); small lightface letters indicate a consensus amino acid but one that is not conserved with homologous amino acids
in all species; X indicates no obvious amino acid preference.
Results Previous genetic and biochemical studies have de-
fined a minimal catalytic ªcoreº of murine RAG-1, aa
384±1009, that is essential for V(D)J recombination. InTruncated Forms of RAG-1 Do Not Efficiently
Complement the Recombination Defect fibroblasts, deletion of the N-terminus of RAG-1 resulted
in only a 2- to 3-fold loss in activity as measured within RAG-12/2 Abelson Lines with
Exogenous Plasmid Substrates artificial substrates (Sadofsky et al., 1993; Silver et al.,
1993; Kirch et al., 1996; see also below). However, whenv-abl±transformed (Abelson) B cell lines have historically
provided an important model system for the study of we tested truncations of RAG-1 (Figure 1; Silver et al.,
1993) for their efficacy in activating recombination ofV(D)J recombination (Rosenberg et al., 1975). Abelson
lines from wild-type mice express both RAG-1 and plasmid substrates by transient transfection into the
RAG-12/2 Abelson line, their activity was generally 10-RAG22 proteins and normally undergo immunoglobulin
recombination in culture (Alt et al., 1981). To establish to 20-fold diminished compared to R1WT (Figure 2A,
compare lanes 7, 9, 13, and 15 with lanes 1±5, anda system in which the activity of wild-type and mutated
alleles of RAG-1 could be tested in a physiological con- Figure 2B).
text, we examined whether Abelson lines from the bone
marrow of adult RAG-12/2 mice had such properties. Novel and Conserved Cysteine Elements
in RAG-1 Are Critical for Its ActivityAs expected, all immunoglobulin loci were in germline
configuration in these lines, and they were devoid of in the Abelson Line
In the comparison of deletion mutants, there was a largeV(D)J recombination activity (see below). A more de-
tailed phenotypic analysis showed that they were identi- difference in activity when the deletion was extended
from ND13±79 toND13±135, the larger deletionbehavingcal to theirwild-type counterparts in terms of cell surface
marker expression and the expression of a panel of like the more severely truncated proteins ND13±330 and
ND1±384 (Figure 2A, lanes 6, 7, 9, 12, 13, and 15, andB cell specific genes, including RAG-2 and germline
immunoglobulin heavy-chain transcripts (C. A. J. R., un- Figure 2B). The extended deletion spans a region con-
taining the sequence CR(I/L)CG (C110±G114), which ispublished data).
We chose one line (1-2) to test whether the lack of conserved in all RAG-1 proteins for which sequence
data has been obtained. The CRICG element resemblesV(D)J recombination activity could be restored by the
addition of exogenous wild-type RAG-1 (herein referred the C2 portion of C2H2 zinc fingers and nucleocapsid
proteins; indeed, a BLAST search (Altschul et al., 1990)to as R1WT) by diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)±dextran±
mediated transient transfection of DNA encoding the showed that these amino acids share sequence homol-
ogy to the C2 of several zinc fingers, a subset of whichprotein. Two days after transfection of 1-2 cells with
the RAG-1 expression vector CDM8-R1WT and either are shown in Figure 3A. Furthermore, seven of eight
RAG-1 proteins contain a histidine residue (H102) 8recombination substrate pJH289 or pJH288 (Lieber et
al., 1988), a total cellular lysate was analyzed using a amino acids N-terminal of the first cysteine. Interest-
ingly, a histidine residue not part of an N-terminal zincpolymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay designed to am-
plify a DNA fragment dependent on the formation of a finger often appears with the same spacing before the
first cysteine residueof C2H2 zinc fingers within a numbersignal joint by V(D)J recombination (Roman and Balti-
more, 1996). Transient expression of R1WT in the Abel- of DNA-binding proteins (Figure 3A, asterisks).
A comparison of RAG-1 proteins from different organ-son line activated the recombination of both plasmid
substrates (Figure 2A, compare lanes 1 and 5 and lanes isms showed that several other cysteine and histidine
clusters were absolutely conserved (Figure 1). In addi-10 and 11). Therefore, supplementing the 1-2 cells with
R1WT alone was sufficient to complement the plasmid tion to those in the Zn-RING, these are H170C175C178
(C2), H206C210C213 (C3), C266H270 (CH), andV(D)J recombination deficiency.
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Figure 2. Activation of Episomal V(D)J Re-
combination in the RAG-12/2 Abelson line 1-2
by Exogenous RAG-1 Alleles
(A) Autoradiograph of plasmid recombination
PCR fragments derived from appropriately
rearranged pJH288 and pJH289 substrates.
The fragments were amplified from lysates
of 1-2 cells transiently transfected with the
recombination substrate and CDM8-driven
full-length or truncated RAG-1 cDNAs. The
RAG-1 allele transfected is indicated above
each lane. For the dilution samples, ªR1WT
pJH289º lysate was diluted into ªemptyº ly-
sate and amplified in parallel; the number
above the lane indicates the fraction of R1WT
pJH289 present in the sample. The values
for relative activity was determined from the
dilution series.
(B) Bar graph indicating the relative activities
of truncated and point-mutated RAG-1 alleles
in the Abelson line 1-2. The activity of R1WT
is defined as 1.00 and is directly proportional
to the intensity of the recombination PCR
product as determined by phosphorimaging
of the radioactive bands (see Experimental
Procedures).
C355C360H372 (ZnA). The ZnA (Rodgers et al., 1996) in mutant C1. Relative to the wild type, these point muta-
tions gave an even lower activity than the deletion inand the Zn-RING together mediate homodimerization.
In addition to the conserved CxxC element, C1, C2, ND13±135 (Figure 2B and Figure 3C, compare lanes 3±5
with lanes 2 and 15±17), showing their importance forand C3 all had a conserved N-terminal histidine residue
(Figure 3B). Furthermore, conserved acidic residues RAG-1 activity in this system. We then mutated the con-
served cysteine and/or histidine residues to alanineswere present upstream of the histidines; interestingly,
in addition to histidine and cysteine, acidic residues within the C2, C3, CH, and ZnA elements and tested the
mutant proteins in 1-2 cells. Of these mutants, only C2have also been shown to participate in coordinating zinc
(Cunningham et al., 1991). Therefore, elements C1, C2, had as extreme an effect as the C1 mutant, although all
had lower activity than R1WT (Figure 2A, lanes 8 andand C3 share the same panel of amino acids implicated
in coordinating zinc ions in other contexts. In contrast, 14; Figure 2B; and Figure 3C, lanes 6±9). The mutagenic
data show that the C1 and C2 elements are crucial toin CH we found conserved acidic residues C-terminal
to the conserved histidine and cysteine, but the spacing RAG-1 activity and the C3, CH, and ZnA elements also
play a role. These are all likely to be metal coordinationof the conserved residues was similar to those in C1,
C2, and C3. Although each cysteine element contains elements and suggest a complex organization for the
N-terminal domain.idiosyncratic conserved amino acids, they contain hall-
mark features that support the contention that they have Other point mutations in the N-terminal region of
RAG-1 did not have as strong effects on recombinationa metal coordinating role. We named this conserved set
of amino acids a D/EHC2 element. activity. These mutations included ones in the basic
regions (BRs), which are important for mediating nuclearTo determine whether the conserved two cysteines
in element C1 were critical to RAG-1 activity, we con- and nucleolar localization (Spanopoulou et al., 1995).
We observed that although some mutations in the basicstructed mutants C110A and C113A and combined them
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Figure 3. Conserved Cysteine/Histidine Elements in the N-Terminus of RAG-1 Are Required for RAG-1 Activity in the Abelson Line
(A) Sequence alignment of the C1 element with the CxxC portion of the C2H2 zinc-finger proteins GFI-1 (Gilks et al., 1993), MFG-2 (Passananti
et al., 1989), Znf-121 (Chen et al., 1993), and KID-1 (Witzgall et al., 1993), and the HIV nucleocapsid protein (Myers et al., 1993). An asterisk
indicates that the sequence is taken from a zinc finger that lacks another finger immediately N-terminal to it; therefore in those cases the first
histidine residue is not part of a preceding zinc finger. In the remainder, the histidine residue is the last histidine residue in the preceding
finger. The ordinal number in parentheses indicates the placement of the finger of a series in the protein. In the RAG-1 consensus sequence,
putative coordinating amino acids and the absolutely conserved glycine residue are shown in boldface; other consensus amino acids are
shown in lightface. In this case, the amino acid consensus does not represent absolute conservaton as in Figure 1. A filled circle over the
amino acid indicates that the residue in the RAG-1 consensus is present in all sequences listed; an open circle indicates that is present in a
subset.
(B) Sequence comparison of the C1, C2, C3 and CH elements. For C1, C2, and C3, the CxxC elements were used to align the other amino
acids. Large capital boldface letters indicate conserved and putative zinc-coordinating amino acids (D/E and H). Conserved amino acids in
each individual element are indicated by small lightface letters, and the amino acid notation is as in Figure 1. Subscript numerals below each
X indicate the number of amino acids represented by the X. The following are the specific exceptions to the consensus: in C1, trout contains
a tyrosine at the H position, and human a glycine at the D/E position, and shark lacks an obvious D, K, and D/E consensus amino acid; in
C2, shark contains a cysteine at the H position; in C3, trout has a glycine at the D/E position; and in CH, shark has a glutamine at the D/H
position.
(C) Autoradiograph of plasmid recombination PCR products from 1-2 cells transfected with CDM8-driven wild-type and point-mutated RAG-1
cDNAs. C110A and C113A are point mutants of the two conserved cysteine residues in C1; HR2 contains point mutations within that conserved
element; BRI and II indicate mutations within Basic Regions described in Experimental Procedures. PM, a point mutation; D, a deletion.
(D) Western blot analysis of RAG proteins used in this study. CDM8- or pEBB-RAG-1 alleles were transiently expressed in the cell line 293.
Total cell lysates were resolved by SDS±polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and proteins transferred to nitrocellulose. (Top left) A mouse
anti-murine RAG-1 monoclonal antibody was used to detect RAG-1 proteins expressed from pEBB. (Top right) A rabbit anti-RAG-1 polyclonal
was used to detect RAG-1 proteins expressed from CDM8. (Bottom) A mouse anti-murine RAG-2 monoclonal was used to detect RAG-2
protein. Arrows indicate the positions of the specific bands; ns indicates nonspecific bands in the cell lysate, which reflect total protein and
loading efficiency.
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regions had 2- to 3-fold less activity than R1WT (Figure assay to detect DJH specific rearrangements (Schlissel
et al., 1991; Zhu et al., 1996). Wild-type RAG-1 promoted3C, lanes 10, 11, 13, and 14), there was no consistent
correlation between the ability of RAG-1 proteins mu- the formation of DNA fragments that corresponded to
those found in vivo (Figure 4A, lane 2). Therefore, RAG-1tated in these regions to activate recombination and
theirnuclear localization (Figure 3C and data not shown). was the only missing component required to activate
It is possible that the nuclear localization properties of immunoglobulin recombination in 1-2 cells. Most signifi-
the BRs in the N-terminus are redundant to those in cantly, we could also detect the production of all four
the C-terminus. In addition, a point mutation within the DJH rearrangement products using the deletion mutant
internal homology region 2 (HR2) (Figure 1) also had ND1±384 (Figure 4A, lane 7). We can thus conclude that
little effect (Figure 3C, lane 12), and a truncation of the the N-terminal 383 amino acids do not contribute a
C-terminal 17 amino acids slightly activated recombina- unique mechanistic function necessary for mediating
tion (data not shown). These results further emphasize chromosome recombination in vivo.
that the severe effect of mutations in C1 and C2 was The formation of DJH products was also promoted by
due to the loss of a property specific to the cysteine- other RAG-1 deletion and point mutants, although at
containing elements. much lower frequencies (Figure 4A, lanes 4±6). Usually,
We also tested the internal deletion mutant ND290± only a subset of fragments was amplified during any
330, which contains a deletion of most of the Zn-RING. one PCR assay. This was most likely due to the low
This mutant had even lower activity than the complete frequency of rearranged alleles in the cell population,
N-terminal deletion mutant ND1±384 (Figure 2B). How- leading to detection of only some bands in each PCR
ever, this RAG-1 allele contains the C1 and C2 elements; assay (Chang et al., 1992). We could collectively visual-
its low activity therefore suggested that C1 and C2 may ize all four rearrangement products from separate PCR
not be functionally autonomous elements. Conversely,
the mutant ND13±135 contains the Zn-RING and ZnA
yet also lacks full RAG-1 activity. Therefore, all of the
cysteine-containing elements are required to maintain
the full functional integrity of the N-terminal region as
demonstrated in 1-2 cells, although a more specific
structural relationship between them cannot be spec-
ified.
A Western blot analysis of the RAG-1 mutant proteins
expressed in 293 cells showed that the steady-state
amounts of mutant proteins was comparable with R1WT
(Figure 3D; Silver et al., 1993). Furthermore, immuno-
fluorescent localization of the protein in 293 cells
transfected with the C2 mutant showed it to be in the
nucleoli, indistinguishable from R1WT localization (data
not shown). It is formally possible that cell line±specific
differences in protein stability or localization may exist,
but we have not been able to detect RAG-1 proteins
from 1-2 cells transiently transfected by DEAE-dextran.
However, it has been reported that epitope-tagged,
truncated RAG-1 proteins have been detected in a wild-
type Abelson line after electroporation and that they
were expressed at wild-type levels in the nuclear fraction
(Sadofsky et al., 1993).
The Core Domain of RAG-1 Is Sufficient for
Mediating Immunoglobulin Chromosomal
Recombination In Vivo When
Figure 4. Transient Transfection of pEBB-RAG-1 Alleles into theExpressed at High Levels
RAG-12/2 Abelson Line 1-2 Activates Endogenous DH-to-JH Recom-In the 1-2 line, the immunoglobulin heavy-chain locus
binationis transcriptionally active and should be poised for re-
(A) Autoradiograph of DJH PCR fragments amplified from genomiccombination but for the lack of RAG-1. We thus tested
DNA of 1-2 cells transiently transfected with different RAG-1 alleles.
whether transiently expressed RAG-1 could activate the The identity and the amount of transfected vector are indicated
recombination of the immunoglobulin heavy-chain locus above each lane. ª5.0 mg R1WTºDNA was diluted 4-fold into ªemptyº
in these cells. For the following experiments, we used DNA to generate the sample ª0.25 3 R1WT 5.0º for DJH PCR amplifi-
the vector pEBB (Mayer et al., 1995) containing the E1a cation. A sample of DNA from wild-type murine bone marrow and
a 4-fold (0.253) dilution of it are included as positive controls. Thepromoter to drive maximal expression of the RAG-1 al-
identity of each PCR product is indicated adjacent to the autoradio-leles. RAG-1 protein was expressed at approximately
graph.10- to 20- fold higher amounts with the pEBB vector
(B) Autoradiograph of pJH289 recombination PCR products ampli-
than with CDM8 (Figure 3D, top left, last two lanes). To fied from 1-2 cells transfected with the indicated pEBB-RAG-1 allele.
monitor the activation of endogenous V(D)J recombina- The amount transfected is also indicated. A bar graph comparing
tion, we prepared genomic DNA from 1-2 cells tran- the relative activities of some of the RAG-1 alleles expressed from
pEBB in 1-2 cells is shown in Figure 5A.siently transfected with pEBB-R1WT and used a PCR
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amplifications of these samples run in parallel (S. R. C., Previous assays to test the effect of RAG mutations
on recombination activity have been performed in fibro-unpublished data). We also observed that transfection
of less R1WT, for instance using less pEBB-R1WT or blasts by cotransfecting CDM8-RAG-1 and RAG-2 ex-
pression vectors. In those systems, values for the ac-with the CDM8 vector, also decreased the amount of
DJH amplification products and the frequency at which tivity of N-terminal truncations were relatively high
(Sadofsky et al., 1993; Silver et al., 1993; Kirch et al.,specific amplified products were detected (Figs. 4A lane
3 and data not shown). The extent of DJH recombination 1996). We also obtained substantially higher values for
the relative activities of all the mutants when tested inmediated by the wild-type and mutant proteins ap-
peared roughly proportional to their activity on the co- 3T3 cells under similar conditions (Figure 5A and data
not shown). However, under these conditions, the re-transfected plasmid substrate when highly expressed
with pEBB (Figs. 4B and 5A). At the level of RAG-1 combination assay was insensitive to the amount of
input RAG-1 (Table 1, row 2), in striking contrast to ourexpression supported by CDM8, however, it was appar-
ent that we had reached the detection limit of the DJH observations in the Abelson line.
We tested whether increasing the amount of RAG-2PCR assay for the mutant RAG-1 alleles and thus could
not establish a direct relationship between the extent in 3T3 cells could achieve assay conditions that would
be more sensitive to the amount of input RAG-1. Weof plasmid and endogenous recombination relative to
R1WT in this range of RAG-1 expression. used the vector pEBB-RAG2, which yielded greater than
20-fold higher amounts of RAG-2 protein than CDM8-
RAG2 (Figure 3D). This increased the amount of recom-The Severe Effect of N-terminal Mutations Is
Evident When the Recombination Assay bination in 3T3 cells using CDM8-RAG-1 by over 15-fold
(Table 1, row 4). Therefore, recombination activity wasIs in a RAG-1 Dose-Responsive Range
When we measured plasmid recombination activity us- limiting for RAG-2 in 3T3 cells. Even with expression
of higher amounts of RAG-2, while the assay becameing the pEBB-RAG-1 vectors, we observed that the rela-
tive activities of the mutant RAG-1 alleles were higher sensitive to the introduction of less CDM8-RAG-1 (Fig-
ure 5A), it remained insensitive to higher amounts ofthan the values obtained using the equivalent amount
of CDM8 vectors (Figures 4B and 5A). For example, RAG-1 (Table1, row 3). Under these conditions, although
the relative activity of ND1±384 remained high, the activ-ND1±384 was approximately one-third less active than
R1WT when both were expressed from pEBB (Figs. 4B ity of the C113A and C2 point mutants did decrease
relative to R1WT (Figure 5A). Thus, by higher expressionlanes 4 and 8; Figure 5A). Within this range of RAG-1
expression, however, transfection of 10-fold less pEBB- of RAG-2, we could bring the 3T3 cell assay partially
towards the behavior of the Abelson cell assay. FigureRAG-1 resulted in only a 3-fold decrease in recombina-
tion activity (Figure 4B, lanes 3 and 4, and Figure 5A). 5B is a summary representation of the relationship we
believe exists between the RAG-1 concentration andIn contrast, the recombination assay was more directly
proportional to the RAG-1 dose at a lower range of the activity of mutants.
RAG-1 expression. We observed that transfection of
5-fold less CDM8-R1WT resulted in an approximately RAG-1 Is Functionally Conserved between
Mice and Zebrafish3- to 4-fold decrease in recombination activity (Figure
5A). Furthermore, the amount of plasmid recombination Having an in vivo complementation system for RAG-1,
we examined the activity of other alleles of RAG-1. Tosupported by pEBB-R1WT was 9 times more than
CDM8-R1WT (Table 1, row 1), consistent with the lower study the evolutionary conservation of RAG-1, we tested
whether zebrafish RAG-1 could complement the recom-amounts of RAG-1 produced by CDM8. It was therefore
evident that recombination activity in 1-2 cells using bination deficiency in the RAG-12/2 Abelson line. The
overall homology between the zebrafish (Danio rerio)CDM8-RAG1 vectors was proportional to the RAG-1
dose over a broad range. These results suggested that and murine RAG-1 proteins is among the lowest be-
tween RAG-1 genes (Willett et al., 1997); most of thethe critical parameter that revealed the importance of
the RAG-1 N-terminus might be the sensitivity of the differences are in the N-terminal region, which shares
only 37%amino acid identity and has numerous spacingassay to RAG-1 concentrations. Thus, we examined this
issue further. differences. Thus we first concentrated on this areaÐ
Table 1. Comparison of the Sensitivity of Plasmid Recombination to the Introduction of High (pEBB) and Low (CDM8) Amounts of
RAG-1 or RAG-2 under Different Transfection Conditions
RAG
Relative Recombination
Variable Activity with pEBB
Row Cell Line Constant (pEBB or CDM8) (CDM8 5 1.0)
1 1-2 Endogenous RAG-2 RAG-1 9.0 6 4.1
2 3T3 CDM8 RAG-2 RAG-1 2.2 6 0.87
3 3T3 pEBB RAG-2 RAG-1 1.63, 1.86
4 3T3 CDM8 RAG-1 RAG-2 15.6 6 4.75
The amount of plasmid recombination supported by CDM8-RAG-1 or RAG-2 in the last column is defined as 1.0. For example, in row 1, in
1-2 cells that contain endogenous RAG-2, the relative recombination activity supported by pEBB-R1WT is on average 9-fold higher than
CDM8-R1WT. In row 3, the values from two independent experiments are shown.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Relative Activi-
ties of a Panel of RAG-1 Alleles under Differ-
ent Transfection Conditions
(A) Bar graph comparing the relative activities
of RAG-1 alleles as measured under different
transfection conditions.The activity for R1WT
under each condition is defined as 1.00 and
represents a relative, not absolute, amount
of recombination. The identity of the RAG-1
allele and the amount transfected is indicated
below each bar. The cell line and the expres-
sion vectors used are indicated in the bar
graph legend.
(B) Graphic modeling of relative recombina-
tion activity to RAG-1 concentration. Based
on observationsof recombination in 1-2 cells,
both axes are logarithmic and each tic repre-
sents an order of magnitude of arbitrary units.
The arrows indicate the approximate position
in the curve in which recombination activity
is measured under the specified conditions.
Since this graph represents relative, not ab-
solute, recombination activity, and is a func-
tion of the amount of RAG-1, the absolute
amounts of recombination under both 3T3
cell conditions cannot be directly compared
to each other or to that in 1-2 cells. However,
this graph can be used for direct comparison
of recombination under both 1-2 conditions.
which could reveal the functional importance of the cys- degree of cross-reactivity, this is a minimum estimate
of the expression level. The zebrafish RAG-1 activatedteine elements and the other conserved elements in
the N-terminal regionÐby creating a chimeric RAG-1 recombination of both plasmid and endogenous immu-
noglobulin recombination in the murine Abelson line,molecule composed of the first 404 amino acids of ze-
brafish RAG-1 fused in-frame to the core domain of albeit at reduced levels (Figures 6A and 6B). Thus, a
remarkable degree of RAG-1 function has been con-murine RAG-1. The activity of the chimeric protein,
termed ZM-R1, was similar to that of the full-length mu- served between teleosts and mammals, representing
400 million years of divergence (Marchalonis, 1977). Al-rine protein and was greater than that of the ND1±384
allele in 1-2 cells (Figure 6A). Therefore, the N-terminal though RAG-2 is only 53% conserved between these
species, and the conservative elements are scattereddomain of zebrafish RAG-1 can functionally replace the
murine domain, and the differences between the alleles evenly (Willett et al., 1997), the murine RAG-2 protein
apparently can interact functionally with the zebrafishof the two species highlights the importance of the ele-
ments that are conserved. RAG-1 protein.
We then studied whether the functional conservation
extended to the full-length zebrafish protein. Since the Discussion
zebrafish RAG-1 coding region is interrupted by introns,
we constructed an artificial zebrafish RAG-1 cDNA by We have established a physiologicalassay system using
a RAG-1 deficient Abelson line to evaluate a panel ofmultiple overlap PCR using a zebrafish genomic frag-
ment as a template. Western blot analysis with a rabbit exogenous RAG-1 alleles for their ability to recombine
plasmid and natural endogenous immunoglobulin sub-anti-mouse RAG-1 polyclonal serum raised to a con-
served region within the core domain revealed the ze- strates. Using this assay we have revealed a significant
contribution of the catalytically dispensible N-terminalbrafish protein with a band intensity about 3- to 5-fold
less than R1WT (Figure 3D). Because we do not know the portion of RAG-1 to recombination activity. We have
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CDM8-RAG-1 vectors into the the RAG-12/2 Abelson
line and could be approached in fibroblasts by express-
ing high amounts of RAG-2. In the Abelson line, substan-
tially more RAG-1 N-terminal mutant was required to
achieve the same amount of recombination activity as
R1WT (Figures 4B and 5A and as summarized in Figure
5B). Therefore, measurements of the recombination ac-
tivity of the RAG-1 mutant proteins under these condi-
tions provides an appropriate indication of their relative
specific activities for recombination.
We began this study with the notion that there might
be different requirements for segments of RAG-1 in
lymphoid cells compared to fibroblasts or with recombi-
nation of endogenous DNA rather than the DNA of artifi-
cial constructs.We conclude,contrary to these expecta-
tions, that there are no evident differences in the assays
we have performed. Rather, we find evidence for the
same dependencies in all situations as long as recombi-
nation is limiting for RAG-1. Although we originally iden-
tified the phenotype of the N-terminal mutants in the
Abelson line, the dependence on N-terminal elements
we observed in this study was not cell line specific and
thus apparently was not due todifferences in the steady-
state amounts or localization of RAG proteins or the
presence of other tissue-specific factors or modifica-
tions of RAG-1.
The new and functionally important cysteine-contain-
ing elements, denoted D/EHC2, within the N-terminal re-
gion of RAG-1 do not strictly contain canonical features
used to classify other cysteine-rich motifs (Schwabe
and Klug, 1994; Aasland et al., 1995). By virtue of con-Figure 6. Chimeric and Full-Length Zebrafish RAG-1 Can Comple-
taining the CxxC element, they resemble a portion ofment the V(D)J Recombination Deficiency in the RAG-12/2 Abelson
many zinc-binding motifs. The compact spacing of theLine 1-2
putative coordinating amino acids in the D/EHC2 also(A) Bar graph showing the relative activities of the indicated RAG-1
alleles expressed from pEBB using pJH289 as a readout for recom- resembles the zinc-binding domain of retroviral nucleo-
bination activity. The amount of plasmid transfected is indicated to capsid proteins (Myers et al., 1993). Although these do-
the left of each bar. ªZM-R1º is the N-terminal zebrafish/C-terminal mains in other proteins are involved in nucleic acid bind-
murine RAG-1 chimera. ing, we have no evidence that such an activity is
(B) Autoradiograph of DJH and pJH289 recombination PCR products associated with the D/EHC2 elements. Instead, we sug-from 1-2 cells transiently transfected with the indicated RAG-1 allele.
gest that the D/EHC2 element bears more similarities toIn this particular PCR amplification, only bands representing JH3
the zinc-binding H2C2 motif of retroviral integrase (IN),and JH4 rearrangements were visualized, although all four products
have collectively been observed from these samples. which is located within the N-terminal 100 amino acids
of that protein (reviewed by Skalka, 1993). The IN H2C2
contains a CxxC element and, as we postulate for the
defined a new potential zinc-binding motif, the D/EHC2, cysteines in D/EHC2, are the C-terminal zinc-coordinat-
and have shown that conserved cysteines within it are ing amino acids (Bushman et al., 1993; Zheng et al.,
important functional components of the N-terminal por- 1996). A comparison of H2C2 from many retroviruses
tion of RAG-1. In the Abelson line, we found that the core indicated that there is some degree of flexibility in the
domain of RAG-1 is sufficient to mediate rearrangement the spacing between the histidine residues, and their
of natural immunoglobulin target sites and that zebrafish distance from the CxxC is variable (Khan et al., 1991).
RAG-1 can complement the murine RAG-1 deficiency, Acidic residues have been postulated to facilitate Zn21
providing the first description of the effect of mutations coordination by IN, since only one histidine was shown
within RAG-1 on endogenous immunoglobulin recombi- to be essential for Zn21 coordination (Burke et al., 1992);
nation. furthermore, acidic residues have been shown to di-
Our results show that the N-terminal region can con- rectly coordinate Zn21 in growth hormone (Cunningham
tribute significantly to the V(D)J recombination activity et al., 1991). Such relationships strongly imply that these
of RAG-1. Under the appropriate conditions, the de- residues in the D/EHC2s may also coordinate zinc and
crease in recombination activity relative to R1WT was thus serve a structural role as they do in IN.
over 10-fold for the N-terminal deletion mutant ND1±384 Other common properties of the N-terminal domains
and more than 50-fold for the D/EHC2 point mutants of RAG-1 and retroviral IN suggest how the N-terminus
C1 and C2. To reveal fully the consequences of the may contribute to RAG-1 activity. The H2C2 element
N-terminal mutations, the recombination assay had to plays a critical role in the activity of the IN protein (Khan
be within a RAG-1 dose-responsive range. This condi- et al., 1991; Vincent et al., 1993; Vink et al., 1993; Bush-
man and Wang, 1994); however, the H2C2 motif does nottion was fulfilled after the transient introduction of the
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directly participate in catalysis or DNA binding per se. These higher-order RAG protein complexes maycontain
more RAG-2 than RAG-1, as has been suggested byRather, its contribution to IN activity correlates with its
ability to promote multimerization of IN, thereby allowing immunoprecipation and sedimentation centrifugation
studies (Leu and Schatz, 1995; Spanopoulou et al.,IN to efficiently cleave retroviral ends in trans (Engelman
et al., 1993; van Gent et al., 1993; Donzella et al., 1996; 1995).
Previous assays have not revealed a strong contribu-Zheng et al., 1996). Point mutations of the histidine or
cysteine residues within the H2C2 motif aremore deleteri- tion of portions of RAG-1 outside of the core domain to
recombination in vivo. Specifically, the rearrangementous than truncations, perhaps because of the resultant
inappropriate folding of the domain, which may interfere of plasmid substrates or integrated retroviral substrates
in fibroblasts has been only weakly dependent on thewith an associative capability of the catalytic core (Don-
zella et al., 1996; Jonsson et al., 1996). These properties the N-terminal domain (Sadofsky et al., 1993; Silver et
al., 1993; Kirch et al., 1996). Under the conditions ofof the IN mutant proteins resemble what we have ob-
served with RAG-1. First, we know that the N-terminal those assays, however, it is likely that RAG-1 was satu-
rating, and the differences we report here could not haveregion is not required for DNA binding or catalysis per
se because the core is functional in both respects. Thus, been evident. In addition, we have noted that at very
low RAG-2 levels, there is a modest inhibition of recom-the core must have an independent capability to pro-
mote synapsis-dependent cleavage and recombination. bination activity by RAG-1, with a 10-fold dilution of
RAG-1 supporting a higher level of recombination thanSecond, the activity of the RAG-1 C1 and C2 point mu-
tants was significantly lower than ND1±384 under the undiluted material; under those conditions mutants
could even appear more active than R1WT (C. A. J. R.,appropriate conditions, suggesting that the point muta-
tions were structurally disruptive and could thereby ren- unpublished data).
Current in vitro assays for RAG function that measureder the N-terminal region inhibitory. Third, the Zn-RING
and ZnA together form homodimers in vitro, providing cleavage of oligonucleotides (McBlane et al., 1995; Cu-
omo et al., 1996; Ramsden et al., 1996; Hiom and Gellert,a precendent for a dimerization activity associated with
this domain (Rodgers et al., 1996). Interestingly, an allele 1997), plasmids (van Gent et al., 1995; Cortes et al.,
1996; Eastman et al., 1996; van Gent et al., 1996b) orof RAG-1 that contains an internal deletion of both the
homeodomain and the Zn-RING has been created (Kirch RSSs within chromatin from purified nuclei (Stanhope-
Baker et al., 1996) do not require the N-terminal domainet al., 1996); it had previously been shown that N-termi-
nal truncations that extend into the homeodomain ren- of RAG-1. In fact, the removal of the N-terminal region
has been used to expeditesolubilization and purificationder the remaining RAG-1 protein inactive (Sadofsky et
al., 1993; Silver et al., 1993). However, this allele was of recombinant RAG-1 proteins for these assays. Fur-
thermore, functional stoichiomentries of RAG-1 andactivated to detectable levels when fused to the remain-
der of the N-terminal region that contained the D/EHC2 RAG-2 in vitro have not been rigorously determined.
Certain epitope tags, such as His6, have been shown toelements (Kirch et al., 1996). In addition, the D/EHC2
may explain differences in the nuclear localization prop- partially rescue H2C2-deleted IN proteins, and in some
cases this correlated with the ability of the tag to facili-erties of some BR mutations in full-length RAG-1 as
compared to those within glutathione S-transferase tate multimerization (Bushman and Wang, 1994). There-
fore, the addition of protein tags to core RAG-1 could±RAG-1-peptide fusion proteins that lacked the C1 ele-
ment (Spanopoulou et al., 1995). These observations dampen a possible effect of the absence of the N-termi-
nal region. In addition, in vitro cleavage analyses of INsuggest that the C1 and C2 elements may define a struc-
turally stable subdomain of the N-terminal region and have shown that a deletion or point mutation of H2C2 is
evident only in the presence of Mg21 and that Mn21 canthat perhaps, like H2C2, they are involved in enhancing or
stabilizing multimerization mediated by the core RAG-1 mask the deleterious effect of those mutations, perhaps
by increasing the associative capability of the core IN,protein required for recombination. Although we sug-
gest a zinc-binding and multimerization function for as has been suggested for mutants of MuA (Baker and
Luo, 1994). Oligonucleotide cleavage by the cores ofthese elements, a formal demonstration awaits further
biochemical analyses. RAG-1 and RAG-2, which mechanistically resembles
DNA cleavage by the IN and MuA proteins (van Gent etOur data show thestrongest dependence onelements
within the N-terminus when RAG-1 is limiting. Although al., 1996a), is generally done in the presence of Mn21.
Although the conditions are nonphysiological, cleavagetheprecise functional stoichiometriesof active RAG pro-
teins in vivo are not known, it is noteworthy that supple- of isolated oligonucleotide RSSs may demand strong
or particular protein±protein interactions that are en-menting nuclear extracts from RAG-11/1, temperature-
sensitive v-abl±transformed lines with recombinant hanced by Mn21. Therefore, modified experimental con-
ditions may reveal an independent contribution of theRAG-1 protein stimulated in vitro cleavage activity pres-
ent in the extract (van Gent et al., 1995). This is consis- N-terminal domain in vitro.
Because we have found that ND1±384 can supporttent with the contention that RAG-1 is limiting in this
system despite the robust expression of both RAG-1 endogenous immunoglobulin rearrangement, it is evi-
dent thatÐcontrary to our expectationÐthe N-terminaland RAG-2 in the nuclei induced by the inactivation of
the v-ablts allele. It seems likely that the N-terminus of domain does not provide any unique mechanistic func-
tion required for V(D)J recombination in vivo. RAG-1RAG-1 providesan interaction function that helps forma-
tion of RAG-1/RAG-2 complexes of appropriate stoichi- lacking the N-terminus is able to mediate synapsis and
joining between chromosomal target sites that are or-ometery, but in its absence a sufficient amount of active
complexes can form when RAG-1 is present in excess. ders of magnitude further apart than those present in
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methods (Rosenberg et al., 1975). The v-abl retrovirus used to infectartificial substrates. In addition, ND1±384 is sufficient to
bone-marrow cultures was produced from a helper-free retroviralbind to RSSs within chromatin. The accessibility of DNA
packaging system (Pear et al., 1993) using the construct pGD-v-ablbinding sites within chromatin is highly regulated, and
(Scott et al., 1991). These cells were maintained in RPMI (Gibco±
thus its rearrangement provides a stringent and physio- BRL) plus 10% fetal calf serum (JRH Biosciences), 50 mM b-ME
logical readout for RAG-1 function. As a DNA binding (Sigma), and Pen/Strep (Gibco±BRL). 3T3 cells were maintained in
complex, the RAG proteins should be subject to con- Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) plus 10% donor bo-
vine serum, and 293 cells in DMEM plus 10% fetal calf serum priorstraints similar to those regulating the access of tran-
to transfection.scription factors to DNA organized in chromatin. By
comparison, DNA binding sites within transiently trans-
Generation of RAG-1 Mutantsfected plasmids are usually constituitively accessible to
All RAG cDNAs were expressed either from CDM8 (Seed and Aruffo,DNA-binding proteins (for example, Archer et al., 1992).
1987) or pEBB (Mizushima and Nagata, 1990; Mayer et al., 1995).Our results are in good agreement with the recent obser-
Truncations (except ND1±384) and the BR mutant BRI-PM (K142I/vation that recombinant core RAG-1 protein can pro-
K143I) are described in Silver et al. (Silver et al., 1993) and were
mote cleavage of RSSs within isolated nuclei when rederived from their original constructs into the wild-type murine
added to a nuclear extract in vitro (Stanhope-Baker et (M2) RAG-1 allele (His609; Roman and Baltimore, 1996). Site-
al., 1996). Our results also extend that capability to the directed mutations of RAG-1 were performed as described (Roman
and Baltimore, 1996). The identity of the cysteine-element pointcomplete recombination reaction in vivo, since it was
mutations are as follows: C1, C110A/C113A; C2, C175A/C178A; C3,not determined whether cleavage in that system was
C210A/C213A; CH, C266A/H270A; ZnA, C355A; and HR2, R156Q/12/23-rule dependent or synapsis dependent because
R159Q. The identity of other BR mutants (Spanopoulou et al., 1995)the assays were performed in the presence of Mn21.
are as follows and were the gift of E. Spanopoulou (Mount Sinai):
Furthermore, we have shown that the truncated RAG-1
DBRII, D217±230; BRII-PMa, M222±225/233±236; BRII-PMb,
protein can perform these functions in the absence of M233±236.
any full-length RAG-1. Therefore, if interactions with We generated an artificial zebrafish RAG-1 cDNA using a zebrafish
genomic DNA fragement that contained the RAG-1 gene (Willett etother proteins are required to bind to DNA sites within
al., 1997; a gift of C. Willett and L. Steiner, Massachusetts Institutechromatin, that capability should be contained within
of Technology) as a template for multistep overlap PCR to join thethe core domain. For example, it has been reported that
three RAG-1 exons. To create the chimera, an FseI site was firsthuman immunodeficiency virus (HIV)±IN interacts with
generated in murine RAG-1 by the introduction of a silent point
hSNF5, a member of the SWI/SNF complex (Kalpana et mutation at G390 (GGA to GGC). A fragment of DNA that contained
al., 1994); hSNF5 also increased the activity of IN in vitro. codons 1±409 of zebrafish RAG-1 was then amplified using a 39
Similarly, the MuB protein targets the integration site of oligonucleotide that contained the FseI site. This fragment replaced
the analogous murine sequence such that the chimera comprisedMuA, with which it directly interacts (reviewed by Baker,
zebrafish aa 1±405 and murine aa 387±1040. The ND1±384 allele1995).
was also made from the RAG-1 FseI allele by excising a BamHI/FseIIt has been postulated that the RAGs were originally
fragment that contained the entire N-terminal region and replacing itderived from a transposable element (Thompson, 1995).
with an oligonucleotide that contained a BamHI cohesive end and
Given that the D/EHC2 elements are so far idiosyncratic an initiating methionine followed by codons 384 to the FseI end.
to RAG-1, as is the H2C2 of IN, these elements may The integrity of all constructs was confirmed by sequence analysis.
also have been present in the ancestral RAG-1 protein.
Collectively the domains we described have been func- Immunological Detection of RAG Proteins
tionally conserved between mice and zebrafish, which To detect RAG proteins, lysates from 293 cells transiently
represents an approximately 400 million±year diver- transfected with RAG-1 or RAG-2 constructs were resolved by elec-
trophoresis through SDS±polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis andgence (Marchalonis, 1977). Although the activity of the
probed with either a mouse anti-murine RAG-1 monoclonalantibodyfull-length zebrafish protein was reduced significantly
(Spanopoulou et al., 1995; Pharmingen), a rabbit anti-murine RAG-1compared to murine RAG-1, it still was able to support
polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz), or a mouse anti-murine RAG-2plasmid and endogenous recombination with murine
monoclonal antibody (Pharmingen). Secondary antibodies (Amer-
RAG-2. Since it is active, it considerably narrows the sham) were developed by enhanced chemiluminescence (Sigma).
amino acids critical for RAG-1/RAG-2 association and
catalysis.
Transfection ProtocolsThe transient transfection system has allowed us to
DNA was introduced into Abelson lines by DEAE-dextran±mediated
circumvent potential obstacles in assessing RAG-1 transfection. Five micrograms of CDM8 or pEBB vectors (6 RAG-1)
function. For example, dysregulated or overexpression were cotransfected with 5 mg of pJH289 or 288 (Lieber et al., 1988).
of RAG-1 may be detrimental toprolonged cellular viabil- DNAs were mixed in a total volume of 0.95 ml TD buffer (137 mM
NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 0.4 mM Na2HPO4, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.7 mM CaCl2,ity (Rathbun et al., 1993 and C. A. J. R., unpublished
and 25 mM Tris [pH 7.4]), and then 50 ml of 10 mg/ml DEAE-dextrandata). This system can be used to establish conditions
(Sigma; 5 3 105 average molecular weight units) was added. Next,under which the activity of the N-terminal region or other
107 log-phase cells were washed once in TD, and the pellet wasportions of RAG-1 or RAG-2 would be evident in vivo,
resuspended in the 1 ml of DNA/DEAE-dextran mix and incubated
to provide a paradigm for in vitro recombination systems for 10 min at room temperature. Cells were then resuspended in 10
and to understand more completely the phenotype as- ml of complete medium, spun out, resuspended in fresh medium,
sociated with the restoration of any RAG-1±deficient and plated for 48 hr before harvest.
system with mutant RAG-1 alleles. DNA was introduced into 3T3 cells by precipitation with calcium
phosphate 12±18 hr after plating at 5 3 105 cells per 60 mm dish.
Cells were shocked with 15% glycerol for 2 min between 3±4 hrExperimental Procedures
after the deposition of the precipitate. Typically, either 1 mg of
CDM8-RAG-2 and 5 mg of CDM8, or 5 mg of pEBB-RAG-2, wasCell Lines
coprecipitated with 5 mg of RAG-1 vector (6 RAG-1 insert) and 5Bone marrow±derived Abelson lines from 1-month-old RAG-12/2
mice (Spanopoulou et al., 1994) were established by conventional mg pJH289.
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Recombination Assays Bushman, F.D., and Wang, B. (1994). Rous sarcoma virus integrase
protein: mapping functions for catalysis and substrate binding. J.Transfected cell pellets were washed once in phosphate-buffered
Virol. 68, 2215±2223.saline and lysed in 400 ml of PCR lysis buffer (Schlissel et al., 1991);
1 ml of this lysate was used for amplification of plamid recombination Chang, Y., Paige, C.J., and Wu, G. (1992). Enumeration and charac-
products in a 25 ml PCR assay (Roman and Baltimore, 1996). To terization of DJH structures in mouse fetal liver. EMBO J. 11, 1891±
determine relative activities, a dilution curve for the PCR amplifica- 1899.
tion was generated for each transfection: the sample representing Chen, H., Kalaitsidaki, M., Warren, A.C., Avramopoulos, D., and
R1WT was serially diluted into the negative control, and the dilution Antonarakis, S.E. (1993). A novel zinc finger cDNA with a polymor-
series was amplified in parallel with the control and experimental phic pentanucleotide repeat (ATTTT)n maps onhuman chromosome
samples. Values for band intensities of the radiolabeled PCR prod- 19p. Genomics 15, 621±625.
ucts were determined by PhosphorImaging (Molecular Dynamics)
Cortes, P., Ye, Z.S., and Baltimore, D. (1994). RAG-1 interacts withwith R1WT set as 1.00. Within the range of our assay, band intensi-
the repeated amino acid motif of the human homologue of the yeastties decreased proportionally to the dilution of the R1WT sample.
protein SRP1. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 91, 7633±7637.
For genomic amplifications, the PCR lysate was phenol-extracted,
Cortes, P., Weis-Garcia, F., Misulovin, Z., Nussenzweig,A., Lai, J.-S.,concentrated by precipitation, and resuspended into 50±100l TE21
Li, G., Nussenzweig, M.C., and Baltimore, D. (1996). In vitro V(D)J(10 mM Tris [pH 8.0], EDTA 1 mM). Approximately 1/20th of the
recombination: signal joint formation. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93,recovered DNA was used as a template for PCR. DJH PCR fragments
14008±14013.were amplified using the primers DHL and JH4 as described (Schlissel
Cunningham, B.C., Mulkerrin, M.G., and Wells, J.A. (1991). Dimeriza-et al., 1991), except 40 cycles were used. PCR products were de-
tion of human growth hormone by zinc. Science 253, 545±548.tected by Southern analysis using the oligonucleotide DR218 (Zhu et
al., 1996). Cuomo, C.A., Mundy, C.L., and Oettinger, M.A. (1996). DNA se-
quence andstructure requirements for cleavage of V(D)J recombina-
tion signal sequences. Mol. Cell. Biol. 16, 5683±5690.Acknowledgments
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